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Jarrod Gorbel may have just released his debut solo album last week, but he is not a stranger to the indie music
scene.                

The former lead singer of The Honorary Title has branched out since the band's decision to separate last year.
Merely a few months after the well-known band split, he released his first single "Ten Years Older" on iTunes. 

The acoustic melody, while reminiscent of The Honorary Title, is distinctly a Jarrod Gorbel song. Of course his
music will remind others of the band. After all, he was one of the masterminds behind its success.

But Jarrod Gorbel is not The Honorary Title. That being said, fans of the band should not expect his new album,
"Devil's Made a New Friend," to be another The Honorary Title CD.

Stylistically, Gorbel chose to go a simpler direction when it comes to production. Of course there are exceptions-
"I'll Do Better" and "Each Breath" come to mind. For the most part, though, he has gone with a less-is-more
philosophy when producing the album.

As an artist, Gorbel is maturing in many ways. The lyrics in his latest album go far deeper than any previous work
of his- a quick listen to "Take Me to Heaven" or "Snow Crusher" makes that obvious.

As a singer, Jarrod Gorbel's voice is unmistakable and he's finally taking advantage of it. In the days of The
Honorary Title, his voice was a perfect match for the band's soft rock beats and occasional ballads. But nothing
compares to his voice set to an acoustic guitar.

Unlike many singers, Gorbel's voice can stand alone and still be intriguing. When he sings, he effortlessly conveys
a genuine emotion to the listener. While this quality is a rarity in the music industry and is highly valued, Gorbel
almost overuses it.

A few songs are hard to distinguish between each other, which may be viewed as a lack of creativity on his part.
But the album as a whole flows well and is listened to best as an album rather than individual tracks, although a
couple songs stand out among the others.

For instance, the album's current single, "I'll Do Better", almost doesn't fit in with the other tracks. Combining
strings among other instruments, the song is on the verge of overproduction.

However, it gives off an upbeat vibe, something his debut album is lacking. That is not to say that Jarrod Gorbel is
incapable of writing an upbeat song; the album contains a handful.

An endearing aspect of Jarrod Gorbel is how true to himself he is; he does not sugar coat anything. His music is an
accurate depiction of who he is, rather than trying to be someone else in an attempt to sell more records.

Even promotional tactics for the album reveal Jarrod's personality.

"The video series seemed like an ideal way to introduce everyone to the songs in a live random setting and pave
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the path for the release day," Gorbel said in a note to his fans.

To say the video series is random is an understatement. They feature Gorbel playing acoustic versions of his songs
at various locations - from his favorite convenient store in the cereal aisle to a cathedral with dozens of candles
surrounding him to a backyard on a white bench.

The videos were also acoustic, and showed each song in its truest form. Many other talents made appearances in
the videos as well.

Rachel and Jack Antonoff of Steel Train were among those talents; Gorbel will be joining them on tour later this
month.

Jarrod Gorbel knows exactly what he's doing. "Devil's Made a New Friend" is an admirable debut that any solo
artist would take pride in and a highly recommended album for rainy days.
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